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Abstract
Web information coupling refers to an association of topically related
web documents. This coupling is initiated explicitly by a user in a web
warehouse specially designed for web information. Web information cou-
pling provides the means to derive additional, useful information from
the WWW. In this paper, we discuss and show how two web operators,
i.e., global web coupling and local web coupling , are used to associate
related web information from the WWW and also from multiple web
tables in a web warehouse. This paper discusses various issues in web
coupling such as coupling semantics, coupling-compability, and coupling
evaluation.
1 Introduction
Given the high rate of growth of the volume of data available on the WWW,
locating information of interest in such an anarchic setting becomes a more
dicult task everyday. Thus, there is the recognition of the undeferring need for
eective and ecient tools for information consumers, who must be able to easily
locate and manipulate information in the Web. Currently, web information may
be discovered primarily by two mechanisms: browsers and search engines. This
form of information access on the Web has a few shortcomings:
 While web browsers fully exploit hyperlinks among web pages, search engines
have so far made little progress in exploiting link information. Not only
do most search engines fail to support queries on the Web utilizing link
information, they also fail to return link information as part of a query's
result.
 From the query's result returned by search engines, a user may wish to
couple a set of related Web documents together for reference. Presently, he
may only do so manually by visiting and downloading these documents as
?
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Fig. 1. Coupling framework (query graph) of `Symptoms'.
les on the user's hard disk. However, this method is tedious, and it does
not allow the user to retain the coupling framework .
 The set of downloaded documents can be refreshed (or updated) only by
repeating the above procedure manually.
 If a user successfully coupled a set of Web documents together, he may
wish to know if there are other Web documents satisfying the same coupling
framework. Presently, the only way is to request the same or other search
engines for further Web documents and probe these documents manually.
 Over a period of time, there will be a number of coupled collections of Web
documents created by the user. As each of these collections exists simply as
a set of les on the user's system, there is no convenient way to organize,
manage and infer further useful information from them.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of Web Information Coupling (WIC)
to help overcome the limitations of present search engines. WIC enables us to
eciently manage and manipulate coupled information extracted from the Web.
We use coupling because it is a convenient way to relate information located
separately on the WWW. In this paper, we discuss two types of coupling; global
and local web coupling.
Global coupling enables a user to retrieve a set of collections of inter-related
documents satisfying a coupling framework regardless of the locations of the
documents in the Web. To initiate global coupling, a user species the coupling
framework in the form of a query graph. The actual coupling is performed by
the WIC system and is transparent to the user. The result of such user-driven
coupling is a set of related documents materialized in the form of a web ta-
ble. Thus, global web coupling eliminates the problem of manually visiting and
downloading Web documents as les in user's hard disk.
Coupling is not limited to the extraction of related information directly from
the WWW. Local coupling can be performed on web tables [15] materialized by
global coupling. This form of web coupling is achieved locally without resorting
to the WWW. Given two web tables, local coupling is initiated explicitly by
specifying a pair(s) of web documents and a set of keyword(s) to relate them.
The result of local web coupling is a web table consisting of a set of collections of
inter-related Web documents from the two input tables. The following example
briey illustrates global and local web coupling.
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Fig. 2. Coupling framework (query graph) of `Drug list'.
Example 1. Suppose Bill wish to nd a list of diseases with their symptoms
and treatments, and a list of drugs and their side eects on diseases on the
WWW. Assume that there are web sites at http://www.virtualdisease.com/
and http://www.virtualdrug.com/ which integrate disease and drug related in-
formation from various web sites respectively. Bill gured that there could be
hyperlinks with anchor labels `symptoms' and `treatments' in the web site at
http://www.virtualdisease.com/ and labels `side eects' in the web site at http://
www.virtualdrug.com/ that might be useful.
In order to initiate global web coupling (i.e.,to couple these related informa-
tion from the WWW), Bill constructs coupling frameworks (query graphs) as
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
The global web coupling operator is applied to retrieve those set of related
documents that match the coupling frameworks. Each set of inter-linked docu-
ments retrieved for each coupling framework is a connected, directed graph (also
called web tuples) and is materialized in web tables Symptoms and Drug list re-
spectively. A small portion of these web tables is shown in Figures 3 and 4. Each
web tuple in Symptoms and Drug list contains information about the symptoms
and treatments of a particular disease, and the side eects of a drug on the
disease respectively.
Suppose a user want to extract information related to the symptoms and
treatments of cancer and AIDS, and a list of drugs with their side eects on them.
Clearly, these information are already stored in tables Symptoms and Drug list.
The local web coupling operator enables us to extract these related informa-
tion from the two web tables. A user may indicate the documents (say y and b)
in the coupling frameworks of Symptoms and Drug list and the keywords (in this
case \cancer" and \AIDS") based on which local web coupling will be performed.
A portion of the coupled web table is shown in Figure 5.
A Web Information Coupling (WIC) system is a database system for man-
aging and manipulating coupled information extracted from the Web. To realize
this system, we rst propose a data model called the Web Information Coupling
Model (WICM) to describe and abstract web objects. We then introduce the
operators to perform global and local coupling.
2 Web Information Coupling Model
We proposed a data model for a web warehouse in [5, 15]. The data model consists
of a hierarchy of web objects. The fundamental objects are Nodes and Links .
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Nodes correspond to HTML or plain text documents and links correspond to
hyper-links interconnecting the documents in the World Wide Web. We dene
a Node type and a Link type to refer to these two sets of distinct objects. These
objects consist of a set of attributes as shown below:
Node = [url, title, format, size, date, text]
Link = [source-url, target-url, label, link-type]
WICM supports structured or topological querying; dierent sets of keywords
may be specied on the nodes and additional criteria may be dened for the
hyperlinks among the nodes. Thus, the query is a graph-like structure and is
used to match portions of the WWW satisfying the conditions. In this way,
the query result is a set of directed graphs (called web tuples) instantiating the
query graph. Formally, a web tuple w = hN
w
; L
w
; V
w
i, is a triplet where N
w
is
a set of nodes in web tuple w, L
w
is a set of links in web tuple w and V
w
is the
set of connectivities (next section). A collection of these web tuples is called a
web table. If the web table is materialized, we associate a name with the table.
dened as 4-tuple M = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i where X
n
is a set of node variables, X
`
is
a set of link variables, C is a set of connectivities in DNF, P is a set of predicates
in DNF. The web schema of the web table is the query graph that is used to
derive the table. It is dened as 4-tuple M = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i where X
n
is a set of
node variables, X
`
is a set of link variables, C is a set of connectivities in DNF,
P is a set of predicates in DNF. A set of web tables constitutes a web database.
We illustrate the concept of web schema with the following examples. Con-
sider the query graphs (Figures 1 and 2) in Example 1. The schemas of these
query graphs are given below:
Example 2. Produce a list of diseases with their symptoms and treatments, start-
ing from the web site at http://www.virtualdisease.com/.
We may express the schema of the above query by M
i
= hX
i;n
; X
i;`
; C
i
; P
i
i
where X
i;n
= fx; y; z; wg; X
i;`
= fe; f; -g; C
i
 k
i
1
^ k
i
2
^ k
i
3
such that
k
i
1
= xh-iy; k
i
2
= yheiz; k
i
3
= yhfiw; and P
i
 p
i
1
^ p
i
2
^ p
i
3
^ p
i
4
^ p
i
5
^ p
i
6
such that p
i
1
(x)  [x:url EQUALS "http://www.virtualdisease.com/" ]; p
i
2
(y) 
[y:title CONTAINS "issues"]; p
i
3
(e)  [e:label CONTAINS "symptoms"]; p
i
4
(z) 
[z:title CONTAINS "symptoms"]; p
i
5
(f)  [f:label CONTAINS "treatments"];
p
i
6
(w)  [w:title CONTAINS "treatments"]:
Example 3. Produce a list of drugs and their side eects starting from the web
site at http://www.virtualdrug.com/.
The schema of the above query is M
j
= hX
j;n
; X
j;`
; C
j
; P
j
i where X
j;n
=
fa; b; c; dg; X
j;`
= ft; -g; C
j
 k
j
1
^ k
j
2
^ k
j
3
such that k
j
1
= ah-ib; k
j
2
=
bh-ic; k
j
3
= chtid and P
j
 p
j
1
^ p
j
2
^ p
j
3
^ p
j
4
^ p
j
5
such that p
j
1
(a) 
[a:url EQUALS "http://www.virtualdrug.com/"]; p
j
2
(b)  [b:title CONTAINS "Drug
List"]; p
j
3
(c)  [c:title CONTAINS "Issues"]; p
j
4
(d)  [d:title CONTAINS "side
effects"]; p
j
5
(t)  [t:label CONTAINS "side effects"]:
The query graphs (web schemas) as described in Examples 2 and 3 express
Bill's need to extract a set of inter-linked documents related to symptoms and
treatments of diseases, and the side eects of drugs on these diseases from the
WWW. Since conventional search engines cannot accept a query graph as input
and return the inter- linked documents as the query result, a global web coupling
operator is required. The global web coupling operator matches those portions
of the WWW that satisfy the query graphs. The results of global web coupling
is a collection of sets of related Web documents materialized in the form of a
web table.
Although global web coupling retrieves data directly from the WWW, the full
potential of web coupling lies in the fact that it can couple related information
residing in two dierent web tables in a web database. Suppose Bill wish to know
the symptoms and treatments associated with cancer and AIDS, and a list of
drugs with their side eects on them. There are two methods in a web database
to gather the composite information:
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Fig. 5. Web coupling.
1. Bill may construct a new web query for this purpose. The disadvantage of
this method is that the information (stored in web tables) created by the
queries in Examples 2 and 3 are not being used for this query.
2. Browse the web tables of queries in Examples 2 and 3 and select those tuples
containing information related to cancer and AIDS and then compare the
results manually. However, there may be many matching web tuples, making
the user's task of going over them tedious.
This motivates us to design a local web coupling operator that allows us to
gather related information from the two web tables in a web database.
3 Global Web Coupling
In this section, we discuss global web coupling; a mechanism to couple related
information from the WWW. We begin by formally dening the global web
coupling operator. Next we explain how a coupled web table is created.
3.1 Denition
The global web coupling operator   takes in a query (expressed as a schemaM)
and extracts a set of web tuples from the WWW satisfying the schema. Let W
g
be the resultant table, then W
g
=   (M). Each web tuple matches a portion of
the WWW satisfying the conditions described in the schema. These related set
of web tuples are coupled together and stored in a web table. Each web tuple in
the web table is structurally identical to the schema of the table.
Some computability issues arise when applying the global web coupling op-
erator to WWW. The global web coupling operator, is bound if and only if all
variables that begin a connectivity in the schema specied for the operator are
bound. A query which embedds a bound   operator is always computable. Let
us see why. Suppose a web query with schema M is posed against the WWW,
i.e., we wish to compute   (M). Intuitively, the   operator is evaluable when
there are starting points in the WWW from which we can begin our search.
With current web technology, there are two methods to locate a web resource;
we either know its URL and access the resource directly or we go through a
search engine by supplying keywords to obtain the URL's.
Let x be a node variable, then a predicate such as [x.url EQUALS "a-url-here"]
in a query allows us to use the URL specied to locate the document correspond-
ing to x. The second method is embedded by predicates such as [x.text CONTAINS
"some-keywords"], [x.title EQUALS "a-title-here"], and [e.label CONTAINS
"some-keywords"]. Here, x and e are the bound variables. When a node or link
variable is bound, we can acccess the resource it corresponds to either directly or
through a web search engine. Variables that begin connectivities and are bound
provide the starting point in the WWW for retrieving web tuples. Hence, queries
with such variables are computable.
3.2 Web Table Creation
We now discuss briey how to create the coupled web table. Given a web schema
(query graph),   extracts a set of web tuples satisfying the query graph. We
discuss how to extract the set of web tuples from the WWW. Our approach to
determine the set of web tuples from the WWW is as follows:
1. Check if the given web schema is computable. If it is, then obtain a set of
URL(s) as the starting point of traversal by analyzing the predicates in the
schema.
2. Get the node variables representing these start URL(s) and identify con-
nectivities which contain the start node variables. Note that the start node
variable will always be in the left hand side of a connectivity.
3. Download the documents from the WWW that satisfy the predicates for the
nodes and that contain links that satisfy the link predicates for the outgoing
edges of this node.
4. Get the web documents (nodes) pointed by the links and check whether
these documents satisfy the predicates of the node in the schema. Repeat
this untill we reach the right hand side of the connectivity.
5. Repeat the above two steps for all the connectivities in the schema.
6. Once all the web documents are collected by the above procedure, create
individual web tuples by matching the set of nodes and links with the schema.
4 Local Web Coupling
Once we have the ability to couple useful information directly from the WWW
using the global web coupling operator, we need to introduce an additional
operator to facilitate local web coupling, i.e., extracting useful information locally
from two web tables.
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4.1 Denition
The local web coupling operator combines two web tables by integrating web
tuples of one web table with web tuples of another table whenever there ex-
ists coupling nodes . Let W
i
and W
j
be two web tables with schemas M
i
=
hX
i;n
; X
i;`
; C
i
; P
i
i and M
j
= hX
j;n
; X
j;`
; C
j
; P
j
i respectively. Suppose we want
to couple W
i
and W
j
on node variables n
c
i
and n
c
j
as they both contain in-
formation about diseases, and we want to correlate web tuples of W
i
and W
j
related to cancer. Let w
i
and w
j
be two web tuples fromW
i
andW
j
respectively,
and n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
) be instances of n
c
i
and n
c
j
respectively. Suppose doc-
uments at http://www.virtualdisease.com/cancer/index.html (represented by
node n
c
(w
i
)) and http://www.virtualdrug.com/cancerdrugs/index.html (repre-
sented by node n
c
(w
j
)) respectively contain information related to cancer and
appear in w
i
and w
j
respectively. Tuples w
i
and w
j
are coupling-compatible
locally on n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
) since they both contain similar information (infor-
mation related to cancer). Thus, coupling nodes are n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
). We store
the coupled web tuple in a separate web table. Note that coupling-compatibility
of two web tuples depends on the pair(s) of node variables and keyword(s) spec-
ied explicitly by the user in the local coupling query. We now formally dene
coupling-compatibility.
Denition 1. Let K(n;w;W ) denote a set of keywords appearing in a web doc-
ument (represented by node n) in web tuple w of web table W . Two web tuples
w
i
and w
j
of web tables W
i
and W
j
are coupling-compatible locally on the node
pair (n
c
(w
i
), n
c
(w
j
)) based on some keyword set K
c
if and only if the following
conditions are true: n
c
(w
i
) 2 N
w
i
, n
c
(w
j
) 2 N
w
j
, K
c
 K(n
c
(w
i
); w
i
;W
i
) and
K
c
 K(n
c
(w
j
); w
j
;W
j
).
The new web tuple w derived from the coupling of w
i
and w
j
is dened as:
N
w
= N
w
i
[N
w
j
, L
w
= L
w
i
[ L
w
j
and V
w
= V
w
i
[ V
w
j
.
We express local web coupling between two web tables as follows:
W =W
i


(fhnode pairi;hkeyword(s)ig)
W
j
whereW
i
andW
j
are the two web tables participating in the coupling operation
and W is the coupled web table created by the coupling operation satisfying
schemaM = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i. In this case, hnode pairi species a pair of coupling
node variables from W
i
and W
j
, and hkeyword(s)i species a list of keyword(s)
on which the similarity between the coupling node variable pair is evaluated.
Note that in order to couple the two web tables, the keyword(s) should be
present in at least one instance of the coupling node variable pair. Furthermore,
there may be more than one pair of coupling node variables on which local web
coupling can be performed.
Local web coupling is a combination of two web operations: a web cartesian
product followed by a web select based on some selection condition on the coupling
nodes. Like its relational counterpart, a web cartesian product, (denoted by ),
is a binary operation that combines two web tables by concatenating a web tuple
of one web table with a web tuple of other. IfW
i
andW
j
have n andm web tuples
respectively, then the resulting web cartesian product has nm web tuples. The
schema of the resultant web table W
0
is given as M
0
= hX
n
0
; X
`
0
; C
0
; P
0
i where
X
n
0
= X
i;n
]X
j;n
X
`
0
= X
i;`
]X
j;`
C
0
= C
i
]C
j
and P
0
= P
i
]P
j
. The symbol
] refers to the disambiguation [5, 15] of nodes and link variables. Let us now
illustrate web cartesian product with an example.
Example 4. Consider the web tables Symptoms and Drug list in Figures 3 and 4.
The web cartesian product of these two web tables is shown in Figure 6. Due
to space limitations, we only show a small portion of the resultant web ta-
ble. The schema of the resultant web table is M
0
= fX
n
0
; X
`
0
; C
0
; P
0
g where
X
n
0
= X
i;n
] X
j;n
= fx; y; z; w; a; b; c; dg; X
`
0
= X
i;`
] X
j;`
= ft; e; f; -g;
C
0
= C
i
]C
j
 k
1
0
^ k
2
0
^ k
3
0
^ k
4
0
^ k
5
0
^ k
6
0
such that k
1
0
= xh-iy; k
2
0
= yheiz;
k
3
0
= yhfiw; k
4
0
= ah-ib; k
5
0
= bh-ic; k
6
0
= chtid; and P
0
= P
i
] P
j

p
1
0
^ p
2
0
^ p
3
0
^ p
4
0
^ p
5
0
^ p
6
0
^ p
7
0
^ p
8
0
^ p
9
0
^ p
10
0
^ p
11
0
such that p
1
0
(x) 
[x:url EQUALS "http://www.virtualdisease.com/"]; p
2
0
(y)  [y:title CONTAINS
"issues"]; p
3
0
(e)  [e:label CONTAINS "symptoms"]; p
4
0
(z)  [z:title CONTAINS
"symptoms"]; p
5
0
(f)  [f:label CONTAINS "treatments"]; p
6
0
(w)  [w:title CONT-
-AINS "treatments"]; p
7
0
(a)  [a:url EQUALS "http://www.virtualdrug.com/"];
p
8
0
(b)  [b:title CONTAINS "Drug List"]; p
9
0
(c)  [c:title CONTAINS "Issues"];
p
10
0
(d)  [d:title CONTAINS "side effects"]; p
11
0
(t)  [t:label CONTAINS "side
effects"]:
A web select operation is performed after web cartesian product to lter out
web tuples where the specied nodes cannot be related based on the keyword(s)
conditions. These conditions impose additional constraints on the node variables
participating in local web coupling. We denote this sequence of operations as
local web coupling and we can replace the two operations
W0
=W
i
W
j
W = 
(hnode pairi;hkeyword condition(s)i)
(W
0
)
withW =W
i


(fhnode pairi;hkeyword(s)ig)
W
j
. The symbol  denotes web selection.
The result of a local web coupling operation is a web table having one web tuple
for each combination of web tuple|one from W
i
and one from W
j
|whenever
there exist coupling nodes. Let us illustrate web coupling with an example.
Example 5. Consider the web tables Symptoms and Drug list as depicted in Ex-
amples 2 and 3. Suppose Bill wish to nd symptoms, treatments details of \Can-
cer" and \AIDS" and the list of drugs with their side eects on these diseases.
The coupled web table is shown in Figure 5. Note that the third and fourth
web tuples in Figure 6 are excluded in the coupled web table since they do
not satisfy the keyword conditions. The schema of the coupled web table is
M = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i where X
n
= X
n
0
; X
`
= X
`
0
C = C
i
0
and P = P
0
. The
construction details of the coupled schema and the coupled web table will be
explained in Section 4.3.
4.2 Terminology
We introduce some terms we shall be using to explain local web coupling in this
paper.
 Coupling nodes: Two web tuples w
i
and w
j
of web tables W
i
and W
j
respectively can be coupled if there exist at least one node n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
)
in w
i
and w
j
which can be coupled with the other based on similar infor-
mation content . We refer to these nodes as coupling nodes. We express
the coupling nodes of w
i
and w
j
as coupling pairs since they cannot exist
as a single node. Formally, ( n
c
(w
i
), n
c
(w
j
)) is a coupling pair where node
n
c
(w
i
) is coupled with n
c
(w
j
) of w
j
. The attributes of n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
)
are called coupling attributes. For example, the coupling nodes of the rst
web tuple in Figures 3 and 4 are y
0
and b
0
respectively. The coupling pair
for these nodes is (y
0
; b
0
), The coupling attributes of y
0
and b
0
are text, title
etc.
 Coupling-activating links: All the incoming links to the coupling nodes
n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
) are called coupling-activating links. Formally, `
n
c
(w
i
)
is the coupling-activating link of the coupling node n
c
(w
i
). For example, the
link g
0
in Figure 3 is the coupling-activating link of node y
0
.
 Coupling keywords: The keyword condition(s) specied by the user based
on which coupling between node variables are performed are called coupling
keywords.
4.3 Web Table Creation
We now discuss the process of deriving the coupled web table from two input
web tables. Given two web tables, a set of coupling keyword(s), and pair(s) of
node variables, we rst construct the schema of the coupled web table and then
proceed to create the table itself. Let web tables W
i
and W
j
with schemas M
i
and M
j
be participating in the local web coupling process. Let the coupled web
table be W with schema M = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i.
Construction of the coupled schema We now determine the four compo-
nents of M in the following steps:
Step 1: Determine the Node set: Node variables in X
n
i
and X
n
j
can either be
nominally distinct from one another or there may exist at least one pair of node
variables from X
n
i
and X
n
j
which are identical to one another. If the node
variables are not nominally distinct, we disambiguate one of the identical node
variable(s). The node set of the coupled schema is given as:X
n
= (X
n
i
]X
n
j
).
Step 2: Determine the Link set: Similarly, we disambiguate the identical link
variables in X
`
i
and X
`
j
if necessary, and the link set of the coupled schema is
given as: X
`
= X
`
i
]X
`
j
.
Step 3: Determine the Connectivity set: If the node and link variables are not
nominally distinct, we replace any one of the identical variables in C
i
or C
j
with
the disambiguated value. The connectivity set of the coupled schema C is given
as: C = C
i
] C
j
.
Step 4: Determine the Predicate set: Our approach to determine the predicate
set of the coupled schema is similar as above. If the node and link variables are
not nominally distinct we replace any one of the identical node variables in P
i
or P
j
with the disambiguated value. The predicate set of the coupled schema is
given as: P = P
i
] P
j
.
Construction of the coupled web table The coupled web table is created
by integrating the two input web tables. We describe the steps below:
Step 1: Given two web tables, we rst perform a web cartesian product on the
two web tables.
Step 2: For each web tuple in the web table created by web cartesian product,
the specied nodes are inspected to determine whether the web tuple is coupling-
compatible locally (based on the coupling keyword(s) provided by the user). In
order to be coupling-compatible, the specied pair of nodes in the web tuple must
satisfy some coupling-compatibility conditions . We determine these conditions in
the next section. We inspect each web tuples in the web table created by web
cartesian product to determine if the specied pair(s) of node satisfy any one of
the coupling compatibility conditions.
Step 3: If a pair of nodes satisfy none of the conditions, the corresponding web
tuple is rejected. If the nodes satisfy at least one of the above conditions, the
web tuple is stored in a separate web table (coupled web table).
Node URL Title Text
y
0
http://www.virtualdisease.com/cancerindex.html Cancer Issues Cancer
b
0
http://www.virtualdrug.com/cancer.html Cancer Drug List Cancer
Table 1. Node attributes of y and b.
Link From Node To Node Label Link Type
g
0
x
0
y
0
Cancer local
s
0
a
0
b
0
Cancer local
Table 2. Link attributes of g and s.
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 for other web tuples in the resultant web table
created by web cartesian product.
4.4 Coupling-Compability Conditions
Local web coupling-compability conditions may be based on node attributes
of the instances of specied node variables and/or attributes of the instances
of incoming link variables of the specied node variables (coupling-activating
links). Let us dene some terms to facilitate our exposition.
Given a web tuple w of web table W with schema M = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i, let
n(w) be a node of w and `
n(w)
be incoming link to node n(w) such that:
 attr(n(w)) 2 furl; text; title; format; date; sizeg is a node attribute;
 attr(`
n(w)
) 2 fsource url; target url; label; link typeg is a link attribute
and
 val(n(w)) and val(`
n(w)
) are the values of attr(n(w)) and attr(`
n(w)
) respec-
tively.
For example, consider Tables 1 and 2 which depict some of the attributes of
node variables b; y and link variables g; s. For node b
0
and attr(b
0
) = title,
and val(b
0
) = Cancer Drug List. For link s
0
(incoming link to node b
0
), with
attr(s
0
) = label and val(s
0
) = Cancer.
Let n
c
i
and n
c
j
be node variables in schemasM
i
andM
j
of web tablesW
i
and
W
j
respectively participating in the local web coupling and K
c
be the coupling
keywords. Let w
i
and w
j
be two web tuples of W
i
and W
j
such that n
c
(w
i
) and
n
c
(w
j
) are instances of n
c
i
and n
c
j
respectively. Moreover, let the web cartesian
product of W
i
and W
j
be W
0
and let w
0
be a web tuple in W
0
which is the
cartesian product of w
i
and w
j
.
Web documents represented by nodes n
c
(w
i
) and n
c
(w
j
) can be coupling
nodes (that is web tables W
i
and W
j
are coupling-compatible) if they satisfy at
least one of the coupling-compatibility conditions given below:
1. title of the web documents is equal to K
c
or contains the coupling keyword
K
c
, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = title, val(n
c
(w
i
)) and val(n
c
(w
j
))
is equal to K
c
or contains K
c
.
2. text of the web documents contains K
c
, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = attr(n
c
(w
j
)) =
text, val(n
c
(w
i
)) and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
3. The coupling keyword K
c
is contained in the text of one web document and
in the title of the other document, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = text, attr(n
c
(w
j
)) =
title, val(n
c
(w
i
)) is equal to or contains K
c
and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
4. The coupling keyword is contained in the le name of URL of the web
documents, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = url:filename, val(n
c
(w
i
))
and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
5. The coupling keyword is contained in the text of one web document and
in the le name of the URL of other document, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = text,
attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = url:filename, val(n
c
(w
i
)) and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
6. The coupling keyword is contained in the le name of the URL of one docu-
ment and in the title of the other document, i.e., attr(n
c
(w
i
)) = url:filename,
attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = title, val(n
c
(w
i
)) contains K
c
and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains or
is equal to K
c
.
7. The label of the incoming links `
n
c
(w
i
)
and `
n
c
(w
j
)
to the web documents con-
tains the coupling keyword K
c
, i.e., attr(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) = attr(`
n
c
(w
j
)
)) = label,
val(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) and val(`
n
c
(w
j
)
) are equal to K
c
or contains K
c
.
8. The label of the incoming link `
n
c
(w
i
)
and the title of node n
c
(w
j
) con-
tains or are equal to K
c
, i.e., attr(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) = label, attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = title,
val(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) and val(n
c
(w
j
)) are equal to K
c
or contains K
c
.
9. The label of the incoming link to one document contains or is equal to K
c
and the text of the other web document contains the coupling keyword,
i.e., attr(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) = label, attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = text, val(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) is equal to or
contains K
c
and val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
10. The label of the incoming link contains or is equal to K
c
and the le name of
the URL of the other web document contains K
c
, i.e., attr(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) = label,
attr(n
c
(w
j
)) = url:filename, val(`
n
c
(w
i
)
) is equal to or contains K
c
and
val(n
c
(w
j
)) contains K
c
.
5 Related Work
We would like to briey survey web data retrieval and manipulation systems
proposed so far, and compare them with web information coupling. There has
been considerable work in data model and query languages for the World Wide
Web [9], [11], [12], [13]. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any
work which deals with web information coupling in web databases. Mendelzon,
Mihaila and Milo [13] proposed a WebSQL query language based on a formal
calculus for querying the WWW. The result of WebSQL query is a set of web
tuples attened immediately into linear tuples. This limits the expressiveness of
queries to some extent as complex queries involving operators such as local web
coupling are not possible. Konopnicki and Shmueli [11] proposed a high level
querying system called W3QS for the WWW whereby users may specify con-
tent and structure queries on the WWW and maintain the results of queries as
database views of the WWW. In W3QL, queries are always made to the WWW.
Past query result are not used for the evaluation of future queries. This limit
the usage of web operators like local web coupling to derive additional informa-
tion from the past queries. Fiebig, Weiss and Moerkotte [9] extended relational
algebra to the World Wide Web by augmenting the algebra with new domains
(data types), and functions that apply to the domains. The extended model is
known as RAW (Relational Algebra for the Web). Only two low level operators
on relations, scan and index-scan, have been proposed to expand an URL ad-
dress attribute in a relation and to rank results returned by web search engine(s)
respectively. RAW made minor improvements on the existing relational model
to accommodate and manipulate web data and there is no notion of a coupling
operation similar to the one in WICM. Inspired by concepts in declarative logic,
Lakshmanan, Sadri and Subramanian [12] designed WebLog to be a language
for querying and restructuring web information. But there is no formal deni-
tion of web operations such as web coupling. Other proposals, namely Lorel [1]
and UnQL [8], aim at querying heterogeneous and semistructured information.
These languages adopt a lightweight data model to represent data, based on la-
beled graphs, and concentrate on the development of powerful query languages
for these structures. Moreover, in both proposals there is no notion of web cou-
pling operation similar to the one in WICM. Website restructuring systems like
Araneus [4] and Strudel [10], exploit the knowledge of a website's structure to
dene alternative views over its content. Both these models do not focus on
web information coupling similar to the one in WICM. The WebOQL system [3]
supports a general class of data restructuring operations in the context of the
Web. It synthesizes ideas from query languages for the Web, semistructured data
and web site restructuring. The data model proposed in WebOQL is based on
ordered trees where a web is a graph of trees. This model enables us to navigate,
query and restructure graphs of trees. In this system, the concatenate operator
allows us to juxtapose two trees which can be viewed as the manipulation of
trees. But there is no notion of web coupling operation similar to ours.
6 Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have motivated the need for coupling useful information re-
siding in the WWW and in multiple web tables from a web database. We have
introduced the notion of global web coupling and local web coupling that enable
us to couple useful related information from the WWW and associate related
information residing in dierent web tables by combining web tuples whenever
they are coupling-compatible. We have shown how to construct the coupled web
table globally and locally from the WWW and two input web tables respectively.
Presently, we have implemented the global web coupling operator and have
interfaced it with other web operators. The current global web coupling oper-
ator can be used eciently for simple web queries. We are in the process of
implementing the local web coupling operator and nding ways to optimize web
coupling.
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